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These workshop notes were compiled by John Nzira to accompany online agroecology
training sessions hosted by COPAC and SAFSC. All workshops can be viewed at the
following links:
1. Workshop #1: Setting up your household food garden: https://youtu.be/8mx8XBiVkEY
2. Workshop #2: What to plant, including an introduction to food sovereignty:
https://youtu.be/-Wu3DnZjZ9E
3. Workshop #3: Indigenous knowledge, seed and the commons, with input from Method
Gundidza on indigenous knowledge, and Vishwas Satgar, on the commons:
https://youtu.be/iuFZm-xkrrI
4. Workshop #4: Maintaining your food garden, and an introduction to agroecology by
Vanessa Black: https://youtu.be/TXyV4lYU_zI

1. Approaches to consider
1.1. Agroecology
Biowatch South Africa defines Agroecology as: “Agroecology encompasses a holistic science; a
practice; and a movement with a bottom-up approach to creating just, ecologically sustainable
and viable food systems. Agroecology is an approach to food production (and harvesting) that
works in harmony with nature and ecosystems, instead of exploiting them as does the
industrialised food system. It builds on local cultures with their unique expressions of knowledge
and practice that have developed over millennia around the world.
Agroecology promotes food sovereignty, which is the right of peoples to access and control the
resources they need (including land, water, seeds, biodiversity, markets and knowledge), to be
able to make their own choices about the kind of food they eat, produce and buy. Food
sovereignty aims to democratise the food system, while recognising our dependence on ecological
systems for our food.”1
1.2. Regenerative agriculture
“Regenerative Agriculture includes farming and grazing practices that, among other benefits,
reverse climate change by rebuilding soil organic matter and restoring degraded soil biodiversity –
resulting in both carbon drawdown and improving the water cycle. Specifically, Regenerative
Agriculture is a holistic land management practice that leverages the power of photosynthesis in
plants to close the carbon cycle, and build soil health, crop resilience and nutrient density.
Regenerative agriculture improves soil health, primarily through the practices that increase soil
organic matter. This not only aids in increasing soil biota diversity and health, but increases
biodiversity both above and below the soil surface, while increasing both water holding capacity
and sequestering carbon at greater depths, thus drawing down climate-damaging levels of
atmospheric CO2, and improving soil structure to reverse civilization-threatening human-caused
soil loss. Research continues to reveal the damaging effects to soil from tillage, applications of
agricultural chemicals and salt based fertilizers, and carbon mining. Regenerative Agriculture
reverses this paradigm to build for the future.”2
1.3. Permaculture
“The conscious design of human living environments that are reflections of the ecological principle
that underlies nature. This principle is applied to all aspects of the human endeavour to attune
civilization into the greater universal system”
According to Permaculture South Africa, “Permaculture is the harmonious integration of landscape
and people providing their food, energy, shelter and other material and non-material needs in a
sustainable way. Permaculture design is a system of assembling conceptual, material, and strategic
components in a pattern which functions to benefit life in all its forms.
1

https://biowatch.org.za/download/agroecology-is-best-practice/

2

https://regenerationinternational.org/2017/02/24/what-is-regenerative-agriculture/
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Permaculture starts by generating the resources our new sustainable civilization requires from
renewable sources freely provided by nature, everywhere… This is why permaculture has a strong
agricultural or better stated, agroecological focus, as human society is resource driven.
Nevertheless, permaculture is a whole system design approach and so its reach is total in the
sense that every element of planetary existence falls into the focus of the permaculture design
process as we attempt to redesign our way of living on earth.”3
Ethics of Permaculture
Care of the earth 
 Study the ecology on site
 Design before develop
 Care for the ecology on site
 Cultivate plants for people and
nature
 Manage or Control animals
 Promote ground cover
 Repair damaged soils
 Sink or harvest rain water
 Use solar and windmills
 Support low technology
systems

Care for people 
 Ownership to land
 Health and well-being
 Nourishment with good food
 Grow own food
 Lifelong learning
 Right livelihood
 Meaningful work
 Community belonging
 Open Communication
 Trust and Respect
 Maintain Ubuntu (buntu)

Share with others 
 Work together
 Networking and sharing
 Supporting study groups
 Establish early learnings
schools
 Revive traditional seeds
 Establish plant nurseries
 Create forest closer home
 Enhance natural forests
 Return run off water
 Make good contribution

Permaculture design principles
The following 10 Permaculture design principles are a checklist towards designing and
developing edible landscape (your farm or garden)
a) Observe and Interact –
 Engage with nature (learn what is happening with soil, water, plants [flowers and shapes], air,
sun, animals, pollution etc)
 Learn the agroecological regions or zones of the project area (altitude, climatic conditions,
landscape, seasons, temperatures, rains and distribution)
 Understand the water cycle, surface water runoff, slopes and water management techniques
 Energy, cardinal points, sun direction, wind flow, natural cycles, carbon cycles, etc.
 What grows well in your area (winter crops, fruit trees, summer rain fed crops, etc.)
 Understand politics and culture (food, leadership, religion, etc.)
 Good observation and intervention at the right time creates positive change
 Be a good listener
 Continue working on own design, accept positive criticism and then redesign

3

https://www.permaculturesouthafrica.co.za/about/#:~:text=Permaculture%20Is%20the%20conscious%20design,i
nto%20the%20greater%20universal%20system.
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b) Work with others –
 You achieve more with others: unhu, bunthu, (ubuntu), accept, respect and trust others, know
your culture and protect it
 Know by-laws and work with local authority (chiefs and local government)
 Share resources, information and skills with others, not always for money but for promoting
social and natural life
 Donate excess resources to the needy, e.g. child centre or old age centre in your own community
 Create networks, exchanges and expos (seed fairs, garden tours etc.)
 Establish local learning centers for women, youth & children
c) Everything exists in relationship –
 The needs of one element are easily met by the products of another element.
 An onion planted with cabbage will repel pests that eat cabbages
 Mulberry planted in the poultry unit provide food for the chickens
 Elements that are happily connected form a good design
d) Catch and store energy –
 Understand natural cycles (water cycle, mineral cycles, nutrient cycles, carbon cycles, food web
and the ecosystems)
 Use renewable sources of energy
 Sink, spread, store, save and collect rain water
 Use green manure cover crops to improve soil fertilities
 Use biological pest & diseases management
Use on-farm resources as much as possible




e) Zero erosion and waste –
Protect culture, soils, seeds and other natural resources from erosion
Save local variety seeds or seeds of your choice, seeds from your fore fathers
Remember seven R’s (Refuse, Recycle, Reuse, Reduce, Rot, Repair and Redesign)

f) Right to food and seeds –
 Gardens should address your right to seed & food. If you buy food all the time you don’t know
how safe it is. Sometimes dangerous chemicals are used (slow killers).
g) Design for peace, food, seeds and income –
 Ensure that you are getting truly useful rewards as part of the work that you are doing
 Trust and respect each other’s culture and gender
 Create your own banks e.g. banks for cash and banks for seeds
 Reduce debts, create local cash flow
h) Use and value diversity –
 Diversity reduces vulnerability to a variety of threats
 Diversity addresses a balanced diet and the right diet reduces risk of illness
 Diversity system enhance diversity of seeds and saving own seeds means sovereignty of life
 Diversity helps in managing pests and encourages predators on farm
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i) Everything must have a purpose Design focus must go beyond the limits of the boundaries
 Establish what elements are within the surroundings (wind, mountains, trees, rivers, people,
roads, electricity lines, etc.) that will have a good or bad influence on your homestead or site
 Land must not be wasted and every corner of the site must be used

2. Planning for a food garden or farm
Steps to plan for your food production
The module will assist us in how to plan for your agroecology food system. Let’s use the example
of a good builder. Good builders construct a house with guidance from a plan. Building a house is a
process with several inter-related activities, one leading to the other until the house is completed.
What would happen if the builder does not use a plan? What would happen if managers do not
plan? What happens if garden designers do not plan? It is really worthwhile for farmers and
gardeners to spend enough time on planning their gardens, fields and pastures before digging,
planting or stocking in order to make the most of the piece of land while retaining its ability to
support life systems. It is always important to consider the interests and needs of neighbours and
other stakeholders.
Any project should start with clear goals. Engage stakeholders in a visioning process to develop
good GOALS. Goals unpack the future; they tell us what we want to achieve in the medium and
long term and they are guided with your ETHICS and PRINCIPLES mentioned above. A goal can be
broken down into shorter terms or themes like Allan Savory in his book “Holistic resource
management”
(Quality of life Goal, Landscape Goal and means of production). This may entail listing down what
needs to be achieved in 6 months, 1 year, 5 years or 10 years and even up to 30 years.
Steps towards developing the food site, farm or garden
It is important that after you have developed your goals then assess the garden site. The process
can start at existing infrastructures or at undisturbed virgin land. With your team consider the
following points/activities:
Transect walk:
 This is a participatory method of walking and observing across the land as a group, members of
the project or a family.
 Take the transect walk from the highest to lowest points or across the farm.
 Observe and record all the landscape features around, such as the presence of wildlife, the
condition of the soil, soil type, soil PH (Alkaline or Acidity) identify indicators of ecological
disturbances like soil erosion.
 Record the history and cultural influence of the area, whose land it is, considering gender
(male owned or female owned land).
 Assess types of plants around good or bad (indigenous, exotics or invasive)
 Identify water source, surface runoff or roof water
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Observation: spend time wandering around, getting a feel for the land, looking at it from as many
angles as possible, listening to the sounds flowing through and from it, smelling its scents and
feeling the various temperature changes over the days, weeks and months on the site.
Assessment: Assess all the natural resources present on the site and in the surrounding
environment such as water flow, sources of composting materials, wood around you and the
presence of productive plant species and infrastructure on the site. This information gives you an
idea of what building blocks you have at your disposal to begin with. You will also have to do
research on local weather patterns, history of land use and relationships to markets. Assess the
nature and condition of the plant and animal species present in the garden and surrounding area,
which will give you an indication of the site’s history and previous land use patterns. Use a
thermometer and a rain gauge to tell you accurately what to expect in terms of temperature range
and rainfall patterns.
Interviews: Carry out interviews and assessments of all the groups and individuals involved in the
area to be designed and record the information. Assess the nature of their relationship to the
proposed site; especially the key role-players, such as family members, other farmers, in rural
areas - chiefs, councillors, learners, educators, the surrounding community, landowners,
neighbours and business clients. This information will allow you to integrate the stakeholders into
your agroecology system harmoniously.
Developing a base map
The base map is the foundation of a farm or homestead design. A base map is a scale drawing
showing the basic or existing elements on the farm.
Consider the following elements in your base map if they exist in your farm or they are on
neighbourhood.
Infrastructure
Natural features (topography)
Neighbourhood
Buildings
Streams
Churches
Storage
Forest (types of grass, shrubs and
Schools
trees)
Fences
Water ways
Neighbour farming activities
Roads
Wells or boreholes
Settlement pattern
Septic tank
Forest land
Hotels and hospitality
Livestock units
Soil types
Hospitals
Field layout
Rocks
Markets
Slopes
Wind or fires direction
Drawing the base map:
 The scale is determined by the size of land and the size of paper you are going to use e.g. if
the farm’s length is 500m and width is 250m, then the scale can be 1:20. This will mean 1cm
on paper is representing 20m on the ground. Divide the real-life distances by the scale ratio
(in this case 20). If you use A4 size paper, the perimeter of your farm will be 25cm x 12,5cm
on paper. If you are using A2 size paper the scale could be 1:10 (divide by 10) and the site on
paper will be 50cm x 25cm.
 Show the perimeter of the site (boundary and the total (m2) square meter (length x width)
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Site orientation (showing north), site title and location (coordinates if possible)
Show infrastructure
Show natural features on the map
Show legend or key of the map
Show zones and sectors
When a base map has been produced it can be copied and used to record observations, as a
base for transparent overlays, to test ideas and to build the final design of the farm.
The final design is guided by the goals

3. Design process
The planning process lays the groundwork for, and leads into the designing of the farm process.
This is the actual work for the proposed site. The process is about putting the thinking and the
visioning on paper and on the ground. Below are few steps to follow:
Decide on elements, infrastructure, additional natural features and animal and plant species you
would like to see on your farm or in your garden.
Elements may be defined as infrastructure and natural features or systems you may need to
include in the design process of your farm. Infrastructure include buildings, electricity lines,
sewage lines, main transportation systems e.g. roads. Natural features include, rivers, gullies,
termite hills or big rocks etc. It is important to know the kind of animals and plant species very
well so that you place them at the right place in the design. Make a list of all animals you need to
see on the farm and those plants you need for your project. Create your own animal and plant list
for the farm. Here is an example for plant checklist which can be categorized as shown in the table
below. Fill in the appropriate columns what plant type and species you wish to see on your farm.
#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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Plant Group
Fruit Trees e.g
Vegetables
Herbs
Medicinal
plants
Shade Trees
Cereals (small
grains)
Pulses and nut
crops
Nut trees
Oil trees
Spice plants
Windbreak
Fire retardant
trees
Bee forage

Type
Citrus
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Lemon

Oranges

Species
Nectarines Naartjies

14.

Flowers and
ornamental
Green Manure
plants
Forest trees
Legume trees
Tubers
Bamboos
Rare and
endangered
plants

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Mapping
At this stage we use information gathered during the planning process whilst identifying
opportunities to deal with in the final design plan. These opportunities are food production units
or entrepreneurial interventions and innovations.







Consider where vegetables, fruits, summer crops and wild plants grow best in relationship
to the existing infrastructure and the size of the site.
Consider the integration of wildlife and livestock on your farm.
Consider access and visibility to all zones or units of the project site.
Consider soil management and conservation systems.
Consider water management and storage systems.
Consider the meeting areas.

Design with zones and sectors: In designing, it is important to place each element at the right time
and at the right place. Zones and sectors are part of designing. Elements are placed according to
how many times you need to use or visit them. Elements that need frequent visiting for harvesting
and maintenance include seed bank, herbs, water harvesting, annual vegetable gardens, the
nursery. The number of zones is usually determined by the size of land and the goals of the land
user. The following zones and units are an example:
ZONE 1 (the main building (livestock unit), water harvesting, grey water treatment, parking, seed
bank, nursery, flower garden, vegetable garden, herb and medicinal garden)
ZONE 2 (water harvesting, orchard & livestock)
ZONE 3 (dry land, water management, soil conservation)
ZONE 4 (buffer zone, forest, bee keeping, live fencing)
It is important to know that all these zones and their units are interconnected and should talk to
each other, the output from one unit should be the input of another unit.
Example 1. The manure from the livestock unit is fertiliser to vegetable unit or to fish production.
Example 2. Pruning from the orchard garden is input for the compost section.
Example 3. Water runoff from the buildings is input for the orchard unit etc.
Consider this planting calendar
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Season

Month

Plants

Summer
and
Autumn

February,
March,
April May
and July

beetroot, brinjals, broad bean, bush bean, butternut, carrots, celery,
chard/spinach, chilies, chinese cabbage, garlic, turmeric, green pepper, kale,
lablab, leaf mustard, leek, lettuce, onion, parsley, potato, rocket, radish, sweet
corn, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, turnip, watermelon, zucchini.

Winter
and
spring

June, July, amaranth, beetroot, brinjals, bush bean, butternut, carrots, celery, chard/spinach,
August and chilies, chinese cabbage, garlic, turmeric, green pepper, maize, kale, lablab, leaf
September mustard, leek, lettuce, onion, parsley, potato, rocket, radish, sweet corn, sweet
potatoes, tomatoes, turnip, watermelon, zucchini.

Spring
and
summer

October,
November,
December
and
January

amaranth, thepe, african cabbage, beetroot, brinjals, butternut, climbing beans,
cabbage, carrots, cassava, celery, chard/spinach, chilies, chinese cabbage,
cucumbers (traditional), green pepper, ground nuts, jugo beans (mbambara nuts),
maize, millet, mung bean, kale, lablab, leaf mustard, leaf okra (traditional), lettuce,
oats, parsley, peas, potato, pumpkin, rocket, radish, sorghum, strawberry, sweet
potato, sweet corn, trees (variety of fruit trees and shade trees), turnip,
watermelon, wild cucumber, zucchini.

Design for Access: Access is the path way or road into and within the project site. Pathways or
roads are built within the project site to access all corners of the farm. The size of the pathway is
designed according to the frequency or movement at a particular site or area. Water should not be
lost out of the property through pathways.
Design with slopes and aspects
Slope designing is where you look at your site in side profile, bearing in mind slope angles and
elevation so that you develop swales, terraces, dams, water storage tanks and pathways in
relationship to the land elevation. For a big piece of land, we can use tractors to develop or
construct swales
North Slope: Since we are in Southern hemisphere, south of Equator line, a north facing slope or
wall is very hot in summer and a good place for a fruit orchard as it helps to bring cooler air to the
building. Fruit orchard lines are facing north so that sunlight penetrates through the lines from
north to south. Careful planting of trees is recommended where the tall orchard trees are planted
to the southern side of the orchard layout and the shorter orchard trees to the northern side.
East Slope: Gets morning sun and warms up quickly in the morning, very good for the placement
of nurseries, vegetable, and herb and medicinal plants.
South Slope: Cool and moist, ideal for moisture loving plants. Good for water storage.
West Slope: it gets sun late in the morning so can be cold in the mornings. West slopes get very
hot in the afternoons especially in summer. Herbs and indigenous plants tend to do well here.
Design for a recreation place: “Design shall be for the people”. A person needs to enjoy his/her
life. Therefore, there is need a recreation place at project sites. It is not any other recreation place
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but a place which will help for meeting others, breathe good air and appreciate the environment,
thus the greening of open spaces with trees and grass for aesthetic values. Indigenous plants are
vital elements of our landscape and bring many benefits such as shade, beauty, attract wildlife,
protect the mother earth, food and medicine.
Design for Zero waste: When does a waste become a waste?
How do we plan to recycle all waste from the site or from our own community?
1.
2.
3.
4.

We Refuse to be wasteful
We Reduce waste by reuse waste
Reuse all non-organic waste
Organic waste Rot in compost or pit
beds
5. We Repair systems for zero waste
6. Zero waste through Recycling
7. We Redesign systems to Reduce
waste

Empower women and youth about waste management and water conservation will help to
preserve local resources and save costs and labor in the community.

Final map: It is impossible to draw one map and conclude as final. At least you should draw 4 or 6
maps to come up with a good design. You design by developing a map, putting together all the
features and elements you wish to see in future. The way we put elements or components
together in the design determines whether or not it will work.

4. Soil Improvement and fertility
Healthy living soil needs to be:
 Replenished with fresh nutrients all the time
 Protected from erosion, to build up good topsoil (plant diversity of grasses, shrubs and trees)
 Protected from the sun and wind to save moisture (green manure cover crops and mulch)
 Living healthy soils with microorganisms and plants
Methods to create soil health
 Cover the ground all the time (dry matter mulching or green manure cover crops)
 Make your own biofertilizers (bokashi, compost, liquid manure etc.)
 Set a vermiculture (earthworm farm with kitchen waste)
 Practise minimum or zero tillage/ sheet mulching
 Farm alley cropping / intercropping / mix farming style
 Make trench bed, pit beds for specific crops
Soil management plant checklist
 Heavy feeders (tomatoes, cabbages, spinach, pumpkins, butternut, potatoes, sweet
potatoes, maize mustard, kale, maize)
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Light feeders (onion, leeks, garlic, carrots, beetroot, lettuce.
Heavy givers (legumes)
Herbaceous plants (Parsley, strawberry, celery, coriander, turmeric, thyme, rosemary,
oregano.
Fruit trees, Nuts and Berries - citrus, subtropical, pome, stone, nuts, figs, berries
Vines - grapes, kiwi, passion fruit, shushu,

Principles of soil health
• Ground Cover: soil should be covered to protect micro-organisms and improve
fertility
• Absorption of water: build soil that it allows water to move slowly and easily into the
ground
• Protect / preserve soil: protect soil from erosion and pollution
• Feed soil not the plant: Feed soil with biofertilizer and green manure cover crops
• Stop pollution: pollution in form of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers.
Soil types, testing and classification
Clay – is of small particles, air spaces too small, the soil sticks
together, you can make a sausage, or a ring.
Silt – is like clay but the particles are little larger, you can’t
make a ring.
Sand – large particles, low fertility, drainage good, hungry
soils, you can’t make a sausage.
Gravel – bigger particles and is often closer to sand, looser
than sand.
Loam – is a composition of sand, silt and clay, good drainage,
good air circulation, lots of microorganisms.

What type of soil is this?

Soil analysis and pH scale: On any site identified for gardening a basic soil survey is necessary to
find out the pH (for garden and orchard), drainage capacity and types of vegetation already
growing. From there one can decide which species need to be planted and what improvement
needs to be made.
 A soil’s pH is simply a measure of its acidity or alkalinity
 A pH reading of 7.0 is neutral
 Numbers higher than 7.0 show that your soil is alkaline if lower than means your soil is
acidic
 The ideal pH for most plants to grow good is in the range from 6.2 to 7.0
 This is the range where nutrients are most available for uptake by the roots of your plants
Nutrient deficiency indicator
Type
How you can tell if its missing
nutrient
Nitrogen
Yellowing, paleness of all leaves and new growth
Early maturing and small size of fruit
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Sources of nutrients
Interplant with legumes,
green manure cover crops,
apply good compost

Potassium

Phosphorus
Magnesium

Sulphur
Calcium

Leaves are small, darker in colour than normal
Older leaves blue/purple colour with yellow
edges Plant growth is slow
Fruit size is small and poorly coloured
Burnt leaf edges and yellowing of old leaves
Edges of leaves yellow, yellow spots, veins green
Brown spots on leaves, can also occur, Old
leaves drop off trees early
Dull colour of all leaves
New leaves and new shoots grow badly and are
underdeveloped
Fruit growth can be unusual

Wood ash is the best. Apply
good compost and practice
green manure cover crops
Bone ash and mulch with
comfrey leaves
Good compost
Mulch with green manure
Wood ash in compost
Wood ash, egg shells good
compost

Soil preparation: Clear the land first by removing weeds, large stones and other items from the
soil. Preparing the soil means breaking it up, adding organic matter or other materials to improve
it and smoothing it. If possible, the soil should be prepared several months before planting is to
begin. The added material will then be thoroughly blended with the soil by planting time. If the soil
is clay, the crumb structure will be loosened whilst the sand soil will form a structure that holds
water. The secret of a rich and healthy vegetable garden is to feed soil regularly. Healthy soil has
the nutrients and natural systems which provide a good environment for growing nutritious crops.
Permaculture aims to work with nature to prevent problems, rather than to treat them when they
have arisen.
Types of fertilisers: Fertilisers are divided into two groups: Organic and Inorganic.
Organic fertilisers are made up of naturally occurring organic materials. These include animal
manure, grass & leaves, bone meal, blood and weeds, because they have no modifications and
they are natural products and are safe to use as organic fertilisers.
Inorganic fertilisers are those that have been made artificially, concentrated and are usually
soluble in water; hence they are easily washed from soil. They are usually made from toxic
chemicals and are dangerous to natural ecosystems and contaminate water.
The secret of a rich and healthy vegetable garden is to feed soil regularly.
Always cover the soil with green manure or dry mulch.
Mulch is the blanket of the soil for winter or summer, for
feeding and protecting microorganisms. Use compost (wellrotted plant material) or manure for the soil, dig a trench
bed and fill it with grass cuttings, vegetable peels, egg shells
and other leftover food that will rot, add earthworms in
soils.
Raised beds are sites in the garden which are prepared for planting the crops. Measure out a bed
which is approximately 1.2m wide and as long as you need. Spread manure or compost over the
surface. Dig in the compost into the soil for a depth of 15cm. Digging in compost or manure is the
best way to break up any hard layers in the soil and to allow air to enter the soil. The use of a bed
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system with areas of deep soil with pathways between them is a good way to get good and high
yields; and grow more crops in a small space.
“We are part of the earth and it is part of us ... What befalls the earth befalls all the sons of
the earth.”
Chief Seattle, 1852

Ridging the soil: Another method of preparing the soil for planting is ridging. This is particularly
useful if the soil is likely to become waterlogged or if drainage is poor. The ridges should be spaced
at the normal row spacing for the crop and should be as high as you can easily build. If they are
built higher the soil is likely to be washed away from the roots of the crop during heavy rain.
Mulch between the ridges.
Trench bed is 1,2m wide, 0.6m deep and 2m length
(length is of your choice). Fill it with grass cuttings,
vegetable peels, egg shells, vegetable cuttings and
compost for the last layer. Do not use leftover meat since
it attracts dogs and disease. Close the organic matter and
plant on it after two weeks. The trench beds produce
great results of crops, because the roots of the plants go
direct to the humus in the soil.

A pit bed is a circular raised bed around a central hollow, which is ideal in dry areas for disposing
of daily kitchen waste and grey water as the hollow is used for dumping any available organic
waste. It is normally 75cm deep and 75cm in diameter. The soil that is removed is heaped around
the pit to make a growing bed. Plants will eventually send roots into the pits for collecting food.
Mulching: The soil must be covered with a layer of dried leaves, grass cuttings or straw. This is
called mulch. Mulch, cover crops and green manure crops prevent soil erosion. It adds organic
matter and nutrients to the soil, buffers the soil from extreme heat and cold, and protects the soil
water from evaporation.
How to get the most out of mulch?









Use organic mulch like dry leaves, dry grass, free from weeds
If the grass has seeds take it into livestock for a week before use
Mulch the bed immediately after planting or after weeding
Spread the mulch around the plants
The mulch should be 3-5cm thick
Make sure soil is covered
As mulch decomposes or is washed away, it must be replaced on a
regular basis

There are two categories of mulch: “dead”, which is dried out, decayed, or dying (straw, dried
leaves, recently cut vegetable) and “living”, which grows underneath trees and shrubs or they can
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be called green manure cover crops like cowpeas. These help to improve the soil and increase
biomass. Dead mulch must be collected (sometimes from scattered locations), while living mulch
needs management (sowing and cutting back, sometimes re-seeding). Mulch is placed on top of
the soil and around the plants.
Green manure cover crops are from green plants, which are grown to benefit the soil in a number
of ways. These plants may be returned into the soil as mulch or dug into the soil to provide organic
matter in the soil. Most of the plants used for green manure are legumes such as Jack beans,
velvet beans, lucerne, cow peas and chick peas. All these fixes nitrogen and provide biomass into
the soil and other plants use the nitrogen as their food. Use green manure in rotation farming.
Plant the nitrogen fixing plants (heavy givers) in a plot or bed and after harvest, or cut them back
just before they flower and mulch the bed. Plant (heavy feeders) on the bed so that they will
benefit from the nutrients left on the bed by a heavy giver. Jack bean is a perennial nitrogen fixing
plant, because it is perennial, it is useful to leave it in the field throughout the dry season. Just
with first rains cut the jack bean back and plant maize. Nitrogen that is required by the maize is
stored in the soil by the jack bean plant.
Cover crops form a living mulch in gardens because they
grow thickly among each other. They help reduce soil splash
and erosion, and keep weeds under control. Cover crops are
“green manures” when it is turned into the soil to provide
organic matter and nutrients. Green manures include
legumes such as Cow peas, Jack beans, Velvet beans, Soy
beans and it is important to grow these before the main crop
or to mix with a cash crop or main crop like maize.
How to apply animal manure: Make sure you compost all animal manure before use. Animal
manure carries seeds and they easily germinate if the manure isn’t composted first. Before
planting, spread animal manure and plough into the soil, and cover the ground with mulch. Leave
for 3 to 5 days before planting.
Liquid manure is another way of feeding the soil. Below are guidelines on how to make liquid
manure:
Use a 210-liter drum with the lid.
• First fill the drum with rainwater to 75%;
• Add a 50kg grain bag full of animal manure or mixed composting plants depending on the type
of liquid manure you want to make, to the water and stir it in well;
• Cover the barrel with a lid or stretch plastic over the top to prevent fumes escaping. Any smell
from the drum is a loss of nitrogen in the form of ammonia.
• Stir the contents every 2 days for 8 days;
• After 8 days the liquid manure will be ready for application. There should be no solid materials
left in the brew but just a sludge at the bottom that can be poured around tree stems or spread
onto the garden or compost heap;
• The raw liquid manure can then be diluted 1/3 for field crops and 1/5 for the nursery;
• One should not apply the liquid manure more than once a week in small quantities or once every
2 weeks in larger amounts.
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Crop rotation means growing different types of crops on the same piece of land one after the
other. It helps to maintain soil fertility, controls weeds, pests and diseases and helps a good
variety of natural predators to survive on the farm. Heavy givers such as Beans and other legume
plants, for example groundnuts, are particularly valuable for including in a rotation. They provide
very nutritious food crops and also improve the fertility of the soil by “fixing” nitrogen from the air
into a form that plants can use. Normally, if the same type of crop is planted in the same plot
every year after year, the yields will decrease and the plants will become unhealthy. Each type of
crop uses particular nutrients and minerals, which are present in the soil. Sometimes large
amounts of one particular mineral are used. These minerals will be used up until the soil has very
little of them left. Plants that are grown in soil without enough of a particular essential nutrient
will grow poorly and may show signs of damaged leaves. Crops, which use few soil nutrients
should follow a season of crops that use large quantities of soil nutrients. Deep-rooted crops
should follow a season of shallow-rooted ones.
Application of compost
Use a wheel barrow for 1square meter (length of garden fork or spade), spread it on the soil
surface about 5cm deep and use a garden fork to mix it with soil. If the compost is not yet well
decomposed it should be treated as mulch. The nutrients will move from the surface of the soil
into the soil through watering.
Earthworms are nature’s ploughs that move, aerate and drain the soil. Earthworm manure is rich
in nitrogen, potassium, phosphates, calcium, magnesium, enzymes (growth hormones). Worm
farming is a simple way of turning vegetable and fruit scraps into natural fertilizer.
We suggest the use of red worms, also called red wrigglers or manure worms. Worm farming can
be done in community, at household, in apartments or in farm, this could be done indoors or
outdoors; on a concrete floor or on compacted ground; in wooden boxes, plastic boxes, plastic
dishes, metal drums, trenches or in pit beds. Make a small hole, the size of a ball point pen at the
corner of the container. This hole is for collecting the earth worm liquid manure. Lay a newspaper
at the bottom of the container and quarter fill the container with animal manure or kitchen waste.
Sprinkle hand full of earthworms into the container. Then on daily bases feed the earth worms
with kitchen waste, do not feed them with leftover food or anything with salt (this will include
bones, rice, pap etc). Earthworms do not like a lot of orange peels, Irish potatoes, onions and
garlic. Cover the container with hessian sack, or card box or newspaper or plastic lid with some
holes. When the container is full you can build up earth farms by adding a container of the same
size on top. This container will have several holes at the bottom; you then feed the earthworms
from the new container.
How to Plant trees: Here is a step-by-step process of planting trees:
 Select a site and determine if you are planting indigenous forest, fruit orchard, buffer
zone or live fence.
 Mark points for planting trees. Distance is determined by the tree species selected;
forest tree is planted closer together compared to fruit trees.
 Dig a hole of about 50cm deep x 50cm wide and 50cm length on each marked point.
 Pile together topsoil and subsoil.
 Mix the soil with 10 full shovels of compost (almost a wheel barrow flat full) and fill the
pit.
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For fruit trees, insert a 50cm x 50mm old
pipe at the base of the roots of the trees.
Plant the tree and make a basin around it,
fill the basin with organic matter. The
organic matter will hold the moisture for
the tree.
Water the tree by pouring water in the pipe
and also on the basin.
The pipe will allow water to go directly to
the roots whilst the basin will hold water to
slowly percolate into the soil.










Open a hole in the filled pit, the soil (size of the tree container) to plant the tree.
Remove the plastic / container carrying the tree.

Mulch the basin.
Make a “C” bed around the tree for planting vegetables and herbs on it for the first few
years otherwise the trees will over shadow the vegetables.
When you water the tree other plants also get water. Water three times a week for the first
four months especially in winter.

Developing an Orchard: Fruit and nut trees can provide both nutrition and an income (fresh or
processed) when carefully planted. When planting orchards, consider the following:
Are these fruit trees suitable for this climate?
Will the fruit provide food and generate income for the family?
Is there enough water available for these fruit trees?
Where is the best place on the site to plant them? Will they
have enough light and wind protection?
Moisture needs: Place drought resistant trees (carob) and
moisture needy plants (stone fruits) in separate groupings to
aid watering.
Who will manage the fruit trees?
Are there different fruit trees that produce fruit all year
round so that the family has a supply of fruits throughout
the year? How do these trees produce fruit (i.e. pollination
or are both male and female plants needed, etc)?
Do any specific pests threaten these trees? If so, what can
be done to reduce this threat (companion planting, guilds
and organic remedies)?
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The structure of the mature tree: Is it umbrella shaped, or open.
Generally, umbrella shaped trees cast a dense shade, preventing
many crops growing below them. Open trees allow light through
to allow ground crops to grow. Consider methods of pruning.
Tree height at maturity: This is useful to know when deciding a
tree’s location and space requirements so it does not out-compete
the other trees for sunlight. Consider how you will harvest the
fruits for use and selling.
Windbreaks or live fences have been used for years to shelter houses, animals and crops from
wind, and are the most effective in microclimate control. Windbreaks are designed in different
ways.
Multipurpose windbreaks or live fences should at least have three layers to its structure; an
herbaceous layer made up of tall hardy herbs that can handle wind abrasion (aloes, wild dagga,
Vertiver grass…) in front of the break. This layer later serves to stop wind funnelling under the
main windbreak trees between the ground and the first branches.
The second layer is made up of shrubs and small dense trees that are hardy such as sage,
elderberries, pigeon pea etc. This layer allows wind to rustle through the next layer and into the
garden at a greatly reduced velocity. This layer also allows you to plant a few productive species in
the main windbreak and you may place beehives and geese shelters behind the shrubs.
The third and final layer is made up of large trees that are
wind resistant in the sense that leaves are hairy or leathery,
have dense canopies and are relatively tall so they push the
blast up and over the garden, allowing a gentle wind through
below to swirl harmlessly through the gardens. These trees,
which include cassia, acacia, pecan nut, paw paws, mangoes,
figs, and yellow wood, are valuable fruit, timber and nitrogen
fixing trees. Ideally, every fifth tree should be a legume for
nitrogen fixing.
The benefits of windbreaks and live fence include:
a) Reduce wind pressure and soil erosion caused by wind
b) Reduce crop losses caused by the shaking out of seed or grains
c) Modify air and soil temperatures
d) Prevent animals and people from entering the property
e) Well-designed windbreaks modify climate
f) Hold the water on the land and help with water infiltration into the soil
g) Provide refuge for wildlife, including predator insects and reptiles
h) Provide bee fodder, animal browse, firewood and building timber
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5. Seed systems and seedbanks
Purpose of Seedbank: The purpose of seedbank is to keep seeds safely until the next planting
season. Seed saving is a very important part of Permaculture. Firstly, it is a natural cycle of a plant
- a seed germinates, grows into a plant, produces food, reaches maturity, flowers and goes to
seed, which will then germinate and begin the cycle again. Saving our own seed develops strong,
disease resistant seeds, often adapted especially for the environment in which it is grown. Saving
our own seed gives us independence to grow our gardens without having to buy seed and rely on
seed companies.
Description of Seedbank: It is a very important component. A
seedbank is a place where different seeds and seedlings are
kept in order to be used in another growing season.
Types of Seedbanks: There are two types of seedbanks,
namely, household seedbank and garden seedbank.
Household seedbank: This is a place where we keep seeds
indoor. Mostly these seeds are grains.
Garden seedbank: This is where we keep vegetables and other plant seedlings (live plants) e.g.
most vegetative seed plants (sweet potatoes, ginger, cassava etc.)
Management
Store grain seeds in airtight bottles or jars. Label the different kinds of seeds, date of sowing and
date of transplanting.
"The seed is hope; the flower is joy."

Healthy soil, compost and mulch are the best way to produce healthy plants for heathy seeds.
Use the best plants to collect seeds from. These plants will:
 Produce healthy and tasty fruit or leaves, be disease
free and naturally resistant to pests.
 Be slow to go to seed - For green leaf and other
similar vegetables (mustard, Amaranthus, cabbage,
spinach etc.) Observe plants that produce seeds last Collect seed from the plants that are the last to
produce flowers and seeds, not the first because the
ones that go to seed first are weaker and produce
less.
 Be able to withstand extremes – For example the ability to cope with very dry or very
hot conditions and / or still grow well in rocky soil etc.
Timing - Use the ideal time and method for collecting the seeds from each plant. It is important to
choose the right time to collect the seed, according to seed / fruit maturity and weather
conditions.
Clean the seeds properly - If seeds are properly cleaned to remove all plant material and foreign
matter the problems of insect damage and spoilage will be greatly reduced.
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Dry the seeds properly - This is a very important part of the seed saving process. If the seed is not
properly dried then it will rot when it is stored.
Store the seeds properly - After the seed is dry it needs to be stored properly.
While in storage, seed needs to be protected from the following:
Air – Will reduce the lifetime of the seeds
Moisture – Will make seeds rot
Heat – Will reduce the number of seeds that germinate next season
Animals – Can eat, damage or destroy seed
Insects – Can eat, damage or destroy seeds; e.g. if insect eggs are laid inside seed storage
containers, they can hatch and the young insects will eat the seeds
Light – Will damage seed and reduce the number of seeds that germinate next season

6. Indigenous food plants - Wild harvest or grow it!
Long before colonisation our forefathers were nutrition secure and had a long-life expectancy.
Indigenous and traditional food was appreciated for its nutritional and medicinal values. Here are
some plants which are traditional used as food. (Section 8 provides a comprehensive list of
indigenous foods for growing.)
Leaf Vegetables: African spinach (amaranth) Black Jack, Mustard, African cabbage (cleome, spider
plant), Nightshade, Wild thistle, Fat hen, Chickweed, Pumpkin leaves, Leaf okra, Bitter Cucumber,
Wild cucumber leaves, Sweet potatoes leaves, Moringa leaves, Cow peas leaves, Bean leaves,
Dandelion, Indigenous food plants-Wild harvest or grow it!
The cereals and grains: Finger millet, Pearl Millet, Foxtail millet, Sorghum, Sesame, Orange maize,
red maize: fermented Indigenous food plants-Wild harvest or grow it!
Fruit trees: Fig, Marula, Stem Fruit, Red Milkwood, Mobola Plum, Wild Medlar, Num-num, Kei
Apple and Monkey orange, Baobab, Monkey bread, Water berry
Fruit Vegetables: Pumpkins, Gourds / calabash, Cherry tomatoes, Wild Cucumber, Melon, Water
melon
Protein: Legumes (pulses and nuts): Cowpeas, Bambara nuts/ jugo beans, Lablab beans, Pigeon
pea, Peanuts, Cereals seeds
Fats source: Sesame seeds, Amaranthus seeds, Pea nut butter, Pumpkin seeds etc
Fibre “roughage,” and Tubers: Amadumbe, Cassava, Sweet potatoes, Yams (White yams, purple
yams) Livingstone potato, Wild garlic
Vitamins, minerals and antioxidants and hot drinks / teas: Fever plant, Worm wood, Resurrection
plant, Wild dagga, Wild rosemary, Cancer bush, Fennel, Centella, Wild garlic, Pigeon pea
Energy /Sugar: Honey, Dried fruits, Berries, Roasted seeds (pumpkin, nuts, gourds)
Mushrooms and insects: Crickets, termites, ants, mopane worms, locusts, greenbugs
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7. Garden Maintenance
General observation
Take a walk in the garden with a note book. Ask yourself questions like
a) Is my garden a good food ecosystem?
b) What is making my garden happy?
c) Why is my garden not happy?
d) Who has interest with what I’m doing and who will benefit?
e) Are all plants getting enough sunlight?
f) Are plants freezing, how can I protect them from wind and cold?
Observation of crops
a) Is my garden polyculture or monoculture practice (polyculture is the planting of multiple
crops in the same ground or area)? Check if your garden has crops such as pulses and nuts,
herbs, fruits, vegetables, roots, cereals / grain, tubers,
b) Identify and remove pests and diseases before many more are affecting plants
c) Record the diseases and pests you see in your garden
d) Promote companion planting of vegetables and crops
e) Apply crop rotation technique (Heavy givers -legumes, Light feeders- root and tubers,
Heavy feeders - leafy, fruit and leaf crops and herbaceous - herbs)
f) Do you see different plant colours in the garden?
g) Feed soil with organic matter
h) Feed weak vegetables with liquid manure and compost
i) Do not use high pressure watering systems for small vegetables in the garden
j) Plant crops that are in season
k) Grow crops for the desired market
l) Protect vegetables in the garden with a frost net in winter or create mini windbreaks,
screens or strips of shrubs in the garden
m) Harvest leafy vegetables from the bottom-up
n) Choose the healthiest vegetables to collect seeds from
o) Remove vegetables when they start flowering if not saving for seeds (chop and drop)
p) If vegetables flower too quickly, pick the flowers and use in salads or stir fry (e.g. mustard,
oriental greens, cabbage, chomolia/kale)
q) Succession plan - ensure you have seedlings or seeds to follow mature crops
r) Label plants and vegetable beds
Soil Health
a) Loosen (aerate) the soil with a fork every growing season
b) Do not turn the soil (prevent expose to the sun for microorganisms and earthworms)
c) Feed weak vegetables with liquid manure and compost
d) Provide enough water for root vegetables and tubers
e) Protect vegetables from frost by creating mini windbreaks, screens or strips of shrubs in the
plot
f) Remove vegetables when they start flowering if not saving for seeds (chop and drop) to
feed the soil
g) Do not sprinkle fresh animal manure in fields
h) Compost animal manure before use
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i)
j)
k)
l)
m)

Make sure there is mulch in beds and pathways
Maintain good soil health by covering and applying compost regularly
Feed soil with organic matter all the time and practice crop rotation
Use green manure cover crops for unproductive soil or lands
Use legumes for live mulching to have multiple benefits

Water management
a) Sink rain water into the soils
b) Reuse grey water but not direct to plants
c) Mulch (dead and live) all the ground to avoid water loss
d) Do not allow water to run on the surface
e) Collect and store water
f) Loosen (aerate) the soil with a fork every growing season
g) Do not turn the soil (prevent expose to the sun for microorganisms and earthworms)
h) Avoid waterlogging the garden
i) Water late afternoon or in the evening in summer
j) Water in the morning in winter
Pests and diseases management
a. Do you see insects on plants are the insects good or bad?
b. Are plants damaged?
c. Building healthy soils and be hygienic
d. Identify pests and diseases and manage them
e. Prevent pests and diseases by companion planting
f. Spray with organic insecticides or homemade sprays
g. Encouraging natural biological agents for controlling of diseases, insects and weeds.
h. Modify habitat to encourage pollinators and natural enemies of pests
i. Use pheromone and colours to monitor and trap pests.
j. Growing resistant varieties of crops.
k. Rotating crops
l. Improving soil health to resist soil pathogens and promote plant growth.
m. Use physical barriers for protection from insects, birds and animals.
Summary and tick box
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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Promote diversity in your garden
Practice soil conservation, soil health, soil cover techniques
Practice water conservation and harvesting
Manage pests the natural way
Know your plants
Use locally available agriculture inputs
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8. Edible Indigenous and Common Plants for your garden
English
Botanical
Uses & Characteristics
How to multiply
Uses & Characteristics: Culinary Herb = CH, Medicinal = Med, Fruits = F, Legume = L, Tuber = T, Timber &
Tools = T/t, Fodder = Fd, Wind break = W/b, Shade = S, Bee Forage = B/f, Pest Control = P/c, Cereals = C,
Ground Cover = G/c

Multipurpose Indigenous Trees
Ana tree
Bird plum / Brown ivory
Custard apple
Fig type

Faidherbia Albida
Berchemia Discolor
Annona Reticulata
Ficus species

Marula
Monkey Orange
Mopane

Avocado pears
Bananas
Custard apple
Grape fruits

Sclerocarya Birrea
F, S, W/b & Med
Strychinos species
F, S & Med
Colophospermum
S, W/b & Med
Mopane
Azanza garkiana
F, W/b & S
Trichilia Emetica
F, S & Med
Warburgia Salutaris
S, W/b & Med
Ziziphus Mauritiana
F, S, B/f
Common Fruit Trees for orchard
Persea Americana
F, S, Bf, Med
Musa spp.
F, Med, Bf
Annona Senegalansis F, S
Citrus X Paradisi
F, S

Guavas
Lemons

Psidium gaujava
Citrus x limon

F, S, Bf, Med
F, S, Bf, Med

Mango
Mexican Apple, white
sapote
Oranges

Mangifera Indica
Casimiroa edulis

F, S, Med,
F, S,

Citrus aurantium

F, S, Bf, Med

Pawpaw
Pomegranate

Carica Papaya
Punica granatum

F, Bf, Med
F, Bf, Med

Tangerines

Citrus reticula

F, S, Med

Snot apple
Natal mahogany
Pepper bark
Jujube

Bambara nuts
Cassava
Common beans
Cow peas
Cucumbers
Groundnuts
Lab lab
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L, W/b, Bf, S
F, T/t, W/b
F, S, B/f
F, S, W/b & Med

Common Summer Crops
Voandzeia
Fd, L
subterranean
Manihot esculenta
T
Phaseolus vulgaris
Fd, L
Vigna unguiculate
Fd, L, G/c
Cucumis spp.
M/V, B/f
Arachis hypogea
L
Dolichos lablab
Fd, L
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Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed/ cuttings/
Truncheons
Seed/ Truncheons
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed /cuttings
Seed
Seeds & grafting
Suckers
Seeds
Seeds/ grafting/
budding
Seeds/ root
Seeds/ grafting/
budding
Seeds & grafting
Seeds
Seeds / Grafting
budding & roots
Seeds
Seeds, Grafting
budding & cuttings
Seeds, Grafting
budding
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed

Maize (wide varieties)
Mung beans
Pigeon pea
Pumpkins
Prickled cucumber
Smooth Cucumber
Sweet potatoes
Water melons
Beetroot
Butternut
Beans (Bush)
Beans (Climbing)
Cabbage
Carrots
Chard/spinach
Cucumber
Chillies, Peri peri
Green pepper
Leeks
Lettuce
Mustard
Okra
Onion
Irish potato
Tomatoes

African Cabbage, spider
plant
Black jack
Chickweed
Lambs quarter, Good
kind henry, fat hen
Nightshade
Wild thistle
Pigweed Cockscomb,
wild spinach
Wild Cucumber (balsam
Apple)
Wild cucumber
Basil
Drum stick, Horse radish
tree
Fennel
Ginger
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Zea Mays
C
Vigna radiate
Fd, L
Cajanus Cajan
Fd, L
Cucurbita pepo
Fd, G/c
Cucumis africanus
F, G/c
Cucumis anguria
F
Ipomoea batatas
T, G/c
spp.
Citrullus lanatus
F, G/c,
Common Vegetables
Beta vulgaris
Fd, L
Cucurbita moschata
Fd, L, G/c
Phaseolus vulgaris
M/V, B/f
Phaseolus vulgaris
L
Brassica oleracea
Fd, L
Daucus carota
C
Spinacia oleracea
Fd, L
Cucumis sativus
Fd, L,
Capsicum Annuum
Fd, G/c
Capsicum Piper
F, G/c
Nigrum
Allium
F
ampeloprasum
Lactuca sativa
T, G/c
Sinapis alba
F, G/c
Abelmoschus
Fd, L
Allium cepa
Fd, L, G/c
Solanum tuberosum M/V, B/f
Solanum
L
lycopersicum
Common Edible Weeds
Cleome gynandra
Med, V
and monophylla
Bidens pilosa
Med, V
Stellaria Media
Med, V
Chenopodium
S, Med, V, F
Berlandieri
Solanum Nigrum
Med, V
Sonchus oleraceus
Med, V
Amaruthus species
Fd, L

Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Cuttings / tuber

Momordica Blsamina

Seed

Fd, L, G/c

Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed/ tuber
Seed

Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed

Cucumis anguria
F, B/f
Culinary Herbs
Ocimum basilicum
Med, CH
Moringa oleifera
Med, V, Fd, G/t

Seed

Oeniculum Vulgare
Zingiber officinale

Seed
Rhizome
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Med, CH
T, V, Med, S/i

Seed
Seeds and cuttings

Parsley
Rosemary
Thyme
Wild garlic
Aloe vera
African wormwood
Fever Plant
Comfrey
Garden Rue
Lemon grass
Pineapple Sage
Wild dagga
Velvet beans, mucuna
Lablab
Lima bean
Cow peas
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Petroselinum
Med, CH
crispum
Rosmarinus
Med, CH
officinalis
Thymus Vulgaris
Med, CH
Allium Ursinum
S, Med
Medicinal Herbs
Aloe barbadensis
Med, B/f, Pc
Artemisia Afra
Med, P/c
Lippia javanica
Med, B/f
Symphytum
Med, G/c
Officinale
Ruta graveolens
Med, Pc,
Cymbopogon
Med
Citratus
Salvia elegans
Med, Pc
Leonotis leonurus
Med, Bf, Pc
Green Manure plants
Stizolobium pruriens G/c, L, Med, P/c
Dolichos lablab
G/c, L, Med
Phaseolus Lunatus
G/c, L, Med
Vigna unguiculata
G/c, L, Med, P/c
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Seed
Cuttings
Seed/ cuttings
Seed/ rhizomes
Seeds/cuttings
Seed/ cuttings
Seeds / cuttings
Rhizobium/ shoots
Seed/ cuttings

Cuttings
Cuttings
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed

